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Konftel 300 and 200

conference telephones for all your meetings

Productive distance meetings require a conference telephone that is easy
to use and delivers high sound quality. The models in the Konftel 300 series
are very similar in appearance, and several essential features inside the
telephones are identical. OmniSound® delivers HD-quality audio and useful
features, like the conference guide, phone book and conference group
storage to help get your meetings started. Furthermore, several of the
models can connect calls from different connections or lines.
Another smart feature is recording to an SD card for meetings or dictation.
Play, save or share your recordings later on. The Konftel 250 is equipped
with our OmniSound® audio technology, even if it has fewer other features
overall.
Consider how you want to meet to find the model that is best for you.
Landline or wireless, small or large meetings, smart features or scaled
down. Regardless of which you choose, you will be very impressed by the
outstanding sound quality.

FEATURES COMMON TO THE
KONFTEL 300 SERIES:
•

Multiple connectivity options: analog,
SIP, computer and wireless DECT and
mobile

•

OmniSound® – superior sound quality
with support for HD sound

•

Conference guide helps you make
multi-party calls and store conference
groups

•

Phone book stores contacts

•

Menu and quick guide in multiple
languages

•

Record meetings to a memory card

•

Two-year warranty

Quick reference guide
Connectivity
KONFTEL
MODEL

Unique features

*

Batterypowered,
battery
included

Option to
record to
SD card

Line
selector
switch and
combine
connections

Supports
the app
Konftel
Unite

Webbased
configuration

Accessories
Can be
upgraded

Extra
microphones
(1 pair)

IP DECT
base
(Konftel IP
DECT 10)

PA
Interface
box

Konftel 300IPx
Konftel 300IP
Konftel 300
Konftel 300Wx
**

***

Konftel 250
* With mobile cable (optional accessory) ** Model with analog DECT base station *** Can be integrated with Konftel IP DECT 10 or SIP DECT base from third party

Remote
control

Mobile
cables
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Meeting size
Konftel
300IPx

Konftel
300IP

Konftel
300

Konftel
300Wx

Konftel
250

<12 people
<20 people*
20+ people**
*Expansion microphones required ** PA Interface box required
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Konftel 300IPx

Konftel 300

One click is all it takes to start or join a meeting.
With the Konftel 300IPx and Konftel Unite mobile app,
conference calls are easier than ever.

Many connection and expansion options make Konftel
300 a flexible telephone, even for very large occasions.

For all your meetings

The art of easiness

Konftel 300Wx

KONFTEL UNITE
One touch conferencing

Wireless meetings

The battery allows 60 hours of call time, making Konftel
300Wx completely wireless in DECT environments.
Also allows connection to mobile phones and computers with the option of connecting the calls. For large
and small meetings.

Konftel 300IP

Innovative telephone meetings

Konftel 250

Konftel 300IP is SIP-based, has a built-in bridge for
5-way calls, convenient web-based configuration and
supports Power over Ethernet. Expansion options also
make it ideal for very large occasions.

The Konftel 250 with analog connection is perfect for
simple meetings in both large and small conference
rooms.

Simple but advanced

OmniSound®

Superior sound quality
The patented OmniSound® audio technology guarantees that your distance meetings will have impressive, crystal clear
sound in both directions, called full duplex. Hypersensitive microphones with 360° sound pickup and speakers provide
powerful sound distribution to all participants.
OmniSound® delivers HD sound in calls over IP and the operator’s mobile network. Also equipped with automatic
echo suppression and static reduction which minimizes annoying background noise and an equalizer for personal
adjustment of the sound quality. Move freely around the room, talk, discuss and debate with retained sound quality that
is entirely free from irritating sound clipping, damping or echoes. It’s as close as you can get to natural sound.

Konftel AB. In line with our policy of continuous product development, we reserve the right to change
product specifications without prior notification. Please visit www.konftel.com for the latest information.
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Konftel is a leading company and a strong brand, within audio conferencing equipment. Since 1988,
our mission has been to help people around the world to conduct meetings despite distances. Based on
our success, we know that audio conferencing is a great way to save time, money and at the same time
contribute to a better environment. High audio quality is essential for efficient meetings, this is why our
patented audio technology OmniSound®, is built into all Konftel Conference phones. The products are sold
globally under the Konftel brand and our headquarter is based in Sweden. Read more about the company
and products on www.konftel.com

